LA FRENCH TECH
AT MWC
& 4YFN 2019

FEB, 25-28
BARCELONA, SPAIN

Follow us on Twitter
@LaFrenchTechEN

CHOOSE FRANCE, TO INVEST IN OR LAUNCH A GLOBAL
STARTUP TO BUILD A BETTER FUTURE

Startups that are changing the rules
of the game and actively participating
in shaping tomorrow’s economy
and society are at the center of our
creative economy today. With its
finger on the pulse of the future,
La French Tech helps foster the
entrepreneurial vibes of startups
around France and around the world.
This year in Barcelona, either at
Mobile World Congress or at 4 Years
From Now, come to meet these
incredible French startups that are
disrupting their industries but also
building the world of tomorrow.
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A POOL OF
SKILLED TALENT

AN ATTRACTIVE
MARKET

141,000 ENGINEERS AND 70,000 PHD
STUDENTS ARE TRAINED EVERY YEAR

+ 62 % IN FUNDING FROM FOREIGN
VENTURE CAPITAL FUNDS

TOP TECH TALENT IN A COUNTRY
THAT PRODUCES MANY OF THE WORLD’S
FIELD MEDALISTS (13 OUT OF 55)

1st HOST COUNTRY
FOR FOREIGN SUBSIDIARIES
IN EUROPE WITH 28,800 SUBSIDIARIES
VERSUS 27,700 IN GERMANY AND
22,200 IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

CHOOSE FRANCE, A COUNTRY FIRMLY
BEHIND ENTREPRENEURSHIP!

1st IN EUROPE FOR R&D TAX
INCENTIVES AND EFFECTIVE CORPORATE
TAX RATE ON R&D OPERATIONS

TAILOR-MADE PROCEDURES
TO OBTAIN RESIDENCE PERMITS
FOR STARTUP FOUNDERS,
EMPLOYEES AND INVESTORS
(FRENCH TECH VISA)

FRENCH TECH CENTRAL: A UNIQUE
INITIATIVE FOR STARTUPS TO WORK
WITH PUBLIC SERVICES TO HELP
THEM GROW AND PARTICIPATE
IN THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE FRENCH ECONOMY

IN 2017, ONLY 3.5 DAYS
WERE NECESSARY TO FOUND
A BUSINESS IN FRANCE COMPARED
WITH 4.5 IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
AND 10.5 IN GERMANY
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Startup exhibitors List
GOODBARBER
HALL 8.1

GoodBarber is an App Builder. A tool that allows you to make
high-performing Native Apps and Progressive Web Apps with
the best design and user experience out there. By significantly
slashing the cost of making an app, GoodBarber makes the best
mobile and web technology accessible to everyone.

HALL 8.1

HALL 8.1

www.goodbarber.com

www.amplement.com

Touch & Sell provides a cloud-based platform to create and
manage a commercial presentation app dedicated to sales
meetings thought for customers.

Dawex is a two-sided data marketplace where 5,500+ companies
meet, find new sources of data, and licence their own data (free
or paid) securely & efficiently. Dawex acts as a trusted thirdparty, Dawex doesn’t buy or sell data. Companies on Dawex
global data marketplace range from SMEs to multi-billion
€ corporations, operating in multiple verticals, worldwide.
Dawex platform technology and services are also available for
organizations willing to roll out and operate their own privatized
data marketplace, allowing them to manage and secure data
exchange internally (business divisions, subsidiaries) and within
ecosystems of clients, suppliers and partners.

Successful sales meetings require compelling presentations,
which convey a modern and innovative image of the company and
make use of the latest digital resources.
TOUCH & SELL

AMPLEMENT

With Touch & Sell, let’s empower the sales department by creating
a team-specific sales app independently in the back-office,
collaborating seamlessly with the marketing department and
facilitating your team presentations.

DAWEX
HALL 8.1

https://www.dawex.com/en/

Over 200 clients with 10.000 daily users have already
adopted their digital application during pitches, meetings and
presentations.
https://www.touch-sell.com/

SO WHEN?
HALL 8.1

SoWhen? is a creative agency that links new technologies to
people via storytelling and an innovative laboratory that creates
emotional experiences that connect the brand’s universe to its
audience.We mix the virtual with the physical in order to breathe
life into ephemeral or permanent spaces.

JYSE
HALL 8.1

HALL 8.1

Both brands have achieved worldwide recognition from IOT
professionals, tech experts and hospitality leaders, through B2B &
B2C segments. Part of the French Founders club and representing
la “French Tech” as a leading player in the global market.
www.appaloosa.io
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With JYSE, build your web applications to locate, display, monitor
and control your data, devices and assets without coding!
*ERGONOMIC: Giving the best operational efficiency ever
*SIMPLE: No code, and half a day training only
*FLEXIBLE: connect everything (Multi-protocols and multiplatforms) and deploy anywhere (SaaS, OEM, On-Premise,
Embedded)
*SCALABLE: Smoothly go from prototype to production and make
it evolve as you need
https://www.jyse.io

http://www.sowhen.fr/en/

APPALOOSA

Amplement is specialized in professional social networks, Unified
Communications and collaboration.Collaborate is a real-time and
white label collaboration tool to work and communicate in audio,
video or by chat with the members of your company based in
different countries.

SMART-T
HALL 8.1

Smart-T is a financial services company developing SmartPay, a
multichannel B2C and B2B solution for receiving and transferring
payments. SmartPay is an interoperability solution implementing a
secure and transparent clearing service covering mobile payment
systems, Visa / Mastercard and other digital payment systems
to open currently untapped markets to global businesses. The
solution uses a private blockchain to secure transaction data and
ensure transparency of the clearing service.
www.smart-intl.net
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AGILITEST
HALL 8.1

TEMPOW
HALL 8.1

Agilitest is an software solution which helps functional testers
to produce and maintain multichannel web, desktop and mobile
automated tests. Agilitest has been designed to be used by noncoders people, and to facilitate the tests maintenance. be Agile
with Agilitest !

FERPECTION
HALL 5

https://www.agilitest.com

https://www.ferpection.com

Tempow is a dedicated Bluetooth R&D Lab that creates softwareonly solutions for hardware manufacturers looking to enhance
embedded Bluetooth technology. Bluetooth SIG member, speaker
at Bluetooth World and +10 patents filed.

Our AI powered SaaS platform allows large companies and digital
agencies to predict and monitor how customers and people
react on their digital communication, through 3 complementary
features: social listening, augmented feelings analytics, and
micro/nano-influencer detection.

FOXY NERDS STUDIO
HALL 5

www.tempow.com

WIIDII
HALL 8.1

UBBLE
HALL 5

Wiidii was born in 2014 from the encounter between two
worlds: the one of personal assistance and the world of artificial
intelligence. Our B2:E54 to bring well-being to as many people as
possible has led us to design a unique and differentiating solution
to offer different “humanized” AI Products.

https://foxynerds.studio

BLACKNUT
HALL 5

www.blacknut.com

Vidéo Identification, now automated

As a French Tech company, Sikiwis supports enterprises and
government institutions in their digital and mobile transformation
via its revolutionary platform Digitalizr -the first zero code
business application platform for Industry 4.0 and digital
transformation. Sikiwis digitalizes and manages internal and
external processes and procedures of organizations with national
and international footprints.

Online Identity Verification today is painful for users and
unsecured. Onboarding drops and identity fraud rates speak for
themselves. Meet Ubble, the world’s best identity verification AI,
fueled with video stream and augmented reality.

SIKIWIS
HALL 5

HALL 5

DIGITALIZR will port your business processes into web and native
mobile applications in record time. DIGITALIZR comes loaded
with 300 business modules available in 23 languages.

BRAINCITIES LAB is an award-winning startup that is shaping
the future with AI. Solving big data and decision-making
challenges for companies and cities. Our mission is to help these
organizations and institutions control, master and value their
exponential flows of data in order to optimize their growth and
resource allocation strategies.
Our solution combines a decentralized data analytics infrastructure
to collect and pre-structure data from heterogeneous sources,
and support and nurture our Human supportive AI, endowed with
judging and empathy capabilities.
https://braincities.co
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Blacknut offers a casual video game experience unlike any other.
Our subscription cloud gaming service model offers users
unlimited access to a hand-picked selection of premium titles
they can play instantly, creating a seamless game discovery
experience.

www.wiidii.com

www.ubble.ai

BRAINCITIES

Ferpection helps companies test their prototypes, mobile
applications and websites. Leveraging the power of crowdtesting
and our international community of 100.000 users, we help you
identify the strengths and weaknesses of your mobile experiences
in a few days, UX recommendations included.

http://www.sikiwis.com

AJI DIGITAL
HALL 5

«AJI DIgital is a startup that provides a digital package (hardware
+ software) for interactive wall. The goal is to make digital and
interactive walls accessible to any business. By the marketing
approach and the price, but also by the assistance it provides to
the user in the process of his digital content creation. AJI Digital
is a team of 8 persons based in France and in Poland. We have a
network of resellers in France.»
www.aji.digital.com
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DEJAMOBILE
HALL 5

Evina, a Parisian cyber-tech startup, provides telecom operators &
merchants a SaaS anti-fraud solution called “DCB protect” which
blocks fraudulent transactions.

inWebo is a leading vendor of B2B secure user access
solutions, including multi-factor authentication and local offline
authorization. Airkeys.io is a framework developed by inWebo
Technologies used to securely digitize keys, badges, and tickets
into smartphones. The mobile keys need no Internet connectivity
to be used and are therefore immune to network latency or
absence of network. Airkeys.io targets markets where digitizing
keys makes user journeys much smoother since it helps eliminate
the current high-friction touch-points and/or enhance security.
Keys are protected against eavesdropping, replay, smartphone
hacked or stolen.

https://www.dcbprotect.com

www.in-webo.com

«AUGMENTED ACOUSTICS has developed SupraLive, a
patented service that allows spectators at an event (concert, sport,
cinema...) to enjoy a high-definition and customizable sound
experience. The sound is perfectly adapted to the spectator’s
desires but also to his/her specific auditory needs thanks to the
mobile app’s numerous audio settings which allow them to control
the sound.SupraLive is positioning itself as a new, inclusive and
non-stigmatizing solution that propels spectators into the heart of
the event.»

WIZTIVI delivers applications, master User Interfaces for Set-topboxes, TV sets, mobile devices (smartphones, tabs, watches…)
and game consoles. The company is built on a strong technical
background and gathers multicultural experts, both in design
and development. For more than 10 years, WIZTIVI has been
designing and developing 300+ innovative services for major
media & telco companies worldwide.

Dejamobile is a Fintech and software solution provider offering
to Service Providers white label solutions for secure mobile
transactions, based on the latest technologies (NFC, HCE,
tokenization, QR Code, biometrics...).
IN WEBO TECHNOLOGIES
www.dejamobile.com

DCB PROTECT
HALL 8.1

AUGMENTED ACOUSTICS
HALL 8.1

www.augmentedacoustics.com

MIRAXESS
HALL 5

PLUSSH
HALL 8.1

The Mirabook ambition is to start and lead the next personal
computing (r)evolution, powering all digital needs from the
smartphone. Miraxess innovation turns the smartphone into a
laptop leading to 75% reduced IT costs for full mobility, and
decreasing risk of data security breaches.

HALL 8.1

WIZTIVI
HALL 8.1

www.wiztivi.com

CYSALYS
HALL 5

Cysalys is a French company specialized in autonomous power
solutions dedicated for telecom applications. Our aim: help mobile
operators reduce the energy cost of their offgrid and bad-grid
sites, while improving reliability and reducing the CO2 footprint.
www.cysalys.com

ADDICT MOBILE
HALL 8.1

Addict Mobile is a leading adtech in user acquisition & retargeting
on mobile. We help our clients scale profitable mobile marketing
worldwide, with 100% ROI focused in-house technologies that
allow us to manage strategy, produce dedicated creatives, and
operate optimization as well as fraud check.

www.miraxess.com

http://www.addict-mobile.com/

Plussh develops crisis management and internal communication
live stream video solutions from smartphones for large companies
(SNCF, Crédit Agricole, Airbus, …). Our flagship product is white
label applications, in our customers’ colours, which enable them
to produce private and secure live videos.

Created in 2006, Danew has been on the innovation and design
path for consumer electronic devices ever since including
smartphones, tablets and notebooks. With world premieres like
the first LTE smartphone to integrate a powerful projector for
new mobile experiences (Konnect 560 Cinepix), the first high
end smartphone with a back LED notification logo designed with
a French artist (Surnaturel R500), Danew masters the mobile
technologies to design innovative products delivering great user
experiences and top-notch performances. In 2017 Danew went
international by targeting Western African countries where we have
opened branches with local partners and dedicated sales teams.

https://plussh.com

DANEW
HALL 8.1

www.danew.fr
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SMARTVISER
HALL 5

SmartViser is a recognized expert in Test Automation. Our viSer
solutions have been chosen by organizations of all sizes -Network
Operators, Device Manufacturers, Media Specialists- to measure
QoE. Our fields of expertise cover Battery, VoLTE-VoWiFi roll out,
Audio MOS, 5G launch and many more.
www.smartviser.com
«Aircall is a fully cloud based business phone system that allows
companies to set up their phones in just a few minutes and with
lines in over 100 countries.

AIRCALL
HALL 5

ACTILITY
HALL 8

Whether you want to create a call center for your sales and/or
support teams or traditional phone lines for your business, Aircall
allows you to set everything up in just a few clicks. Your phone
system is managed directly online from your computers and even
from your smartphone.
You can track / share calls directly with your employees, cascade
them to all relevant users (depending on their skills), redirect all
your calls to mobile phones and integrate your phone system
into your CRM or helpdesk in order to streamline your team’s
workflows. You also have the ability to create your own integration
with your back-end through our API.»

http://www.actility.com/

BEASYNESS
HALL 4YFN

KWALYS
HALL 5

BESPOON
HALL 4YFN

https://www.kwalys.com/
KAPTIVATE
HALL 5

ACKLIO
HALL 5

Kapptivate proposes a service validation and monitoring platform
to deliver bug free and zero downtime services.
ITEN
ACKLIO provides software to speed up and secure the Internet of
Things. Allowing the use of the IP stack over any IoT networks
(eg. LoRaWAN, Sigfox, NB-IoT, LTE-M), Acklio empowers native
interoperability, universal integration, and end-to-end security
from the devices to the application.

Welcome to the B to B Collaborative Business where the best
executives have the best partners ! With the simple and fast mobile
application, executives make better decisions by accessing to the
partners recommended by their professional friends. By reference
yourself to the web platform, partners have the opportunity to
easily increase their VISIBILITY.
https://beasyness.com/

http://aircall.io
Kwalys is a Bot Platform Editor for #Call #Voice #Chat Bots, that
enables the easy on-the-fly creation of Bots without code and any
technical skills required. You simply create your Bots to help all
your lines of business. It is so simple to plug in your bots on the
PHONE or on any channel !

Actility connects the industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). Our IoT
connectivity platform, tools, and fast-growing ecosystem enable
our customers to create IoT solutions that transform business,
industries and processes. The ThingPark LPWA platform connects
sensors gathering data to cloud applications on any scale, from
global or national networks to secure on-campus enterprise
solutions. Our value-added applications and business services
enable roaming, device software update, geolocation and smart
grid. Actility is at the heart of a thriving customer ecosystem,
connecting solutions partners, supporting developers and device
makers preparing their LPWA product for market, and providing
an e-commerce Marketplace offering global distribution to
solution providers. Actility co-founded the LoRa Alliance and
continues to pioneer LPWA networking technology.

HALL 4YFN

Bespoon provides an accurate UWB RTLS many use cases: IntraLogisitics./ Sports /Academic / Retail / Healthcare
http://bespoon.com/
ITEN is the leading industrial company developing and
manufacturing solid-state lithium-ion microbatteries in the form
of SMD components. Such microbatteries are rechargeable In a
few minutes and are not only able to store high energy density
but also to deliver power and high peak currents (a few 100
milliampers) over a wide operating temperature range. ITEN’s
microbatteries are the ideal solutions to back-up and power up
applications in electronics, SSDs, mobile and GPS devices, SSDs,
medical devices, smart cards and security tokens, home and
building automation, smart cities, wearables and e-textile, IoT and
more generally wireless sensor networks.
https://www.iten.com/

www.ackl.io
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SQUADATA
HALL 4YFN

Activate your data. Optimise your campaigns. With a strong
expertise in MarTech and AdTech, Squadata offers several databased marketing solutions to help advertisers and advertising
agencies collect, analyse and activate millions of data in realtime: A complete, light and affordable customer data platform;
Email and SMS retargeting; Active user identification; CRM
onboarding… Squadata also helps publishers monetise their data
assets. Squadata operates in Europe from its offices in France.

AMARISOFT
HALL 4YFN

https://www.squadata.net/

Amarisoft is a software company dedicated to 4G and 5G NR.
Our world unique LTE and NR software suite runs on standard
(COTS) hardware (including PHY layer). Amarisoft technology
accelerates the process of building products like eNodeB, Core
network, NB-IoT and vRAN based solutions. From research, POC,
testing, manufacturing and maintenance, Amarisoft ecosystem
of partners and integrators guarantees success to your wireless
mobile projects. With over 400 customers, Amarisoft addresses
a wide range of sectors from telecom equipment manufacturers/
integrators, operators, government agencies, universities and R&D
labs. Amarisoft won Télécom Track by Orange and is a member of
the TEAC.
https://www.amarisoft.com/

WEGOTO
HALL 4YFN

Wegoto develops innovative solutions for the production and
dissemination of geographical data for urban mobility. Wegoto
creates geolocalized maps of the gentle movements useful for
pedestrians, scooters, bicycles. The data allow to take into account
the constraints of each mode of travel and the specific constraints
of people with reduced mobility. Multimodal cartography provides
continuity of service with other modes of transport, public
transport, delivery truck, automobile. Wegoto offers you the first
pedestrian-bike GPS taking into account your mobility profile.

ROADEYES
HALL CONGRESS SQUARE
STAND CS118

http://www.wegoto.eu/

TILKEE
HALL 7

Tilkee was launched in Lyon, in 2013 by two French serialentrepreneurs. In a very simple way, Tilkee enables you to keep
an eye on all interactions with strategic documents by providing
analytics on how & for exactly how long documents are read by
prospects and clients. 5 years on, there are 4 tools (Tilkee for
Sales, Marketing, Events & Jobs) enabling all types of documents
to be tracked through all channels and these solutions can be
integrated into CRMs, CPQ, marketing automation & more. Our
customers range from Orange, Santander, Bouygues, EDF and
Adecco down to SMEs and startups.

BEMYAPP
HALL 4YFN

RECOMMERCE
HALL 3

Established in 2010, BeMyApp is the world’s leading hackathon
organizer. With a network of innovators and startups working with
disruptive technologies worldwide, BeMyApp has helped over 200
blue-chip companies connect with the startup ecosystem to foster
innovation and new business relationships. From evangelizing the
developer community or helping corporates accelerate innovation
by working with high potential startups, BeMyApp creates a
customized hackathon programme for large organizations to
achieve their innovation goals and optimize business results while
saving resources, disrupting business landscapes and helping
corporates remain a key player in their respective industries.
https://www.bemyapp.com/

https://www.tilkee.com/
RECOMMERCE GROUP is a leading European provider of mobile
devices buyback, resale and life cycle management solutions. Our
key solutions include corporate and consumer buyback programs,
online second-hand stores, revenue and risk management tools,
pricing and sales promotion systems. We also provide rental,
early upgrade and forward buyback solutions.

Improving road safety: this is the mission RoadEyes has set itself.
A French company founded in 2011, RoadEyes has a team of
European developers responsible for creating software solutions
for its whole range of products and a factory in Taiwan with ISO
9001-2000 and QC080000 certification, guaranteeing the quality
of its production and assembly. RoadEyes, which is supported by
OSEO, develops on-board automatic recording equipment known
as “video black boxes”.

COURSICAB
HALL 4YFN

CoursiCab is a unique digital solution that connects local shops
and department stores with a pool of geo-localised taxi drivers,
to carry out the delivery of small parcels. Its model offers a
unique user experience with a delivery in less than 60 minutes
24/7. CoursiCab is a solution that maximises taxi fares, which
represents a major opportunity to reduce CO2 emissions – all the
more than the majority of vehicles are hybrid cars. Our clients are
mostly professionals seeking alternatives to innovate and appeal
their consumers even more.
https://www.coursicab.com/
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HELLOMYBOT
HALL 4YFN

INNOSIDE
HALL 4YFN

HelloMyBot is an SaaS platform of Voicebots, Chatbots &
Phonebots that enhance every step of the consumer journey.
We guide you throughout the whole development of your
conversational strategy, from the idea to the analysis of your ROI.
Create virtual assistants that will take care -on your behalf and
24/7- of generating leads, boosting your sales and improving your
relationship with customers!
https://hellomybot.io/

HALL 4YFN

HALL 4YFN

We revolutionized how the event marketing and data management
is done. Thanks to our latest EVENT and AI Technology now we
can ditch Emails and Phone numbers and to get even closer to
your customers.
NETCRYO
http://www.innoside.com/

ASYSTOM

TELEGRAFIK

AsystomPredict is an innovative, turn-key solution that monitor
and analyze any machine and help you to predict anomalies.
Our aim is to improve production units’ profitability by avoiding
downtime. Designed for anomaly detection based on machine
learning, Asystom introduce the first universal solution to monitor
machines of different ages and designs, without constraints of
installation and deployment. Our solution is scalable, nonintrusive and work independently from existing infrastructure.
This turnkey solution is unique since it combines through a
miniaturized box, an unequaled number of physical parameters
measurement, a secure a connectivity, while combining cutting
edge computing power with years autonomy.

HALL 4YFN

LENSCOM IMAGE
& COMMUNICATION
HALL 4YFN
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Concerned by related issues to the environmental conservation
and the improvement of the urban living condition, NETCRYO
company was become one of the major players in cryogenic
cleaning and weeding. NETCRYO company designs, develop,
manufactures and sells specifics equipment for cleaning and
weeding in an ecological way without the use of water and
pesticides. Our research and development department is able to
offer you an adapted solution in terms of cleaning and ecological
weeding.
https://www.netcryo.com/

DATACUP
HALL 4YFN

http://www.asystom.com/

Virtual reality is a growing market, Facebook Google rely on this
technology. Created in 2015, Lenscom offers VR experience,
360 ° photo and video capturing in virtual tours, creation of
virtual images in 3D realistic photo, FX and Motion Design.
Live with Lenscom your most beautiful adventures in VR thanks
to the knowledge of a team specialized in the image for more
than 20 years. Discover, share your professional living space
with your customers, your employees. With the Virtual Visit we
feel the atmosphere of a space, we can not lie, the user is never
disappointed.

Telgraphik combines sensors and our intelligence to deliver
connected services with high added value. Our business offering:
A data analysis and artificial intelligence platform that transforms
data from all types of sensors into high added value services.
This can then be directly exploited by our customers and their
customers in turn through the use of custom applications.
www.telegraphik.eu

CARFIT
HALL 4YFN

DataCup is an innovative solution to deliver offline content on
any devices anywhere. You don’t need to have internet to get
immediate access to more than 2500 documents you’ll be able to
download on your laptop, smartphone or tab. DataCup is easy to
use and also provide a central platform to fill in the DacaCup with
your own datas and solutions.
https://datacup.io/
CARFIT foster improvement of Smart mobility thanks to its
predictive maintenance solution that helps car services with
clients relation while helping car owners smartly maintain their
cars. By knowing when the vehicle needs a repair and bringing
additional services around it, CARFIT contributes well maintain
cars, so it breaks less, pollute less and keeps a better remarketing
value all this by reducing the total cost of ownership.
Today CARFIT offers a predictive maintenance solution for cars
in circulation with a connected sensor and for future vehicles via
integrated edge Machine Learning into existing parts and new car
platforms.
https://car.fit/
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Contact us at meetlafrenchtech@businessfrance.fr
Follow us on Twitter @LaFrenchTechEN

